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Abstract
An artifact appearing during the cathodic transient of cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of low-loaded platinum on carbon (Pt/C)
electrodes in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) was examined. The artifact appears as an oxidation peak over-
lapping the reduction peak associated to the reduction of platinum oxide (PtOx). By varying the nitrogen (N2) purge in the
working electrode (WE), gas pressures in working and counter electrode, upper potential limits and scan rates of the CVs, the
artifact magnitude and potential window could be manipulated. From the results, the artifact is assigned to crossover hydrogen
(H2X) accumulating in the WE, once the electrode is passivated towards hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) due to PtOx
coverage. During the cathodic CV transient, PtOx is reduced and HOR spontaneously occurs with the accumulated H2X, resulting
in the overlap of the PtOx reduction with the oxidation peak. This feature is expected to occur predominantly in CV analysis of
low-loaded electrodes made of catalyst material, whose oxide is inactive towards HOR. Further, it is only measurable while the
N2 purge of the WE is switched off during the CV measurement. For higher loaded electrodes, the artifact is not observed as the
electrocatalysts are not fully inactivated towards HOR due to incomplete oxide coverage, and/or the currents associated with the
oxide reduction are much larger than the spontaneous HOR of accumulated H2X. However, owing to the forecasted reduction in
noble metal loadings of catalyst in PEMFCs, this artifact is expected to be observed more often in the future.
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Introduction

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis is a widely used technique
to examine the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of
proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) electrodes [1].
During CVs, currents associated to adsorption limited
electron-transfer reactions on the catalyst surfaces are mea-
sured as a response to potential scans. The ECSA is then

determined either from the electrical charges transferred dur-
ing the under-potential deposition of hydrogen (HUPD) or from
the charges associated to the oxidation of adsorbed carbon
monoxide (CO) referred to as CO-stripping [2, 3]. The former
is conducted in an atmosphere of hydrogen (H2) and nitrogen
(N2) in the counter and working electrode (WE), respectively,
while the latter requires a CO adlayer adsorbed on the
electrocatalyst in the WE prior to the actual CV. For alloyed
electrocatalysts and/or supports, CO-stripping or a combina-
tion of both methods is preferable, as the charge transfer reac-
tions and therefore CV profiles often are affected by the added
alloy elements [4–6]. In contrast, for pure polycrystalline plat-
inum supported on carbon (Pt/C), ECSA determination via
HUPD often is considered sufficient as it eliminates the provi-
sion of an additional CO/N2 gas mixture required for CO-
stripping. For Pt/C electrocatalysts, the basic reactions during
HUPD are the adsorption/desorption of atomic hydrogen (H)
and the oxidation/reduction of platinum (Pt) and its oxide
(PtOx), respectively, as shown in Fig. 1a.

From these CV profiles, the ECSA is determined via inte-
gration of the H-adsorption and/or H-desorption currents
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(between ~ 0.08 and 0.4 V) by subtraction of the charge trans-
fer associated to the double-layer charging (typically between
0.3 and 0.6 V) [3]. In contrast, the currents associated to for-
mation (anodic transient, above 0.7 V) and reduction of PtOx
(cathodic transient, between 0.5 and 1 V) are of interest, if the
reversibility of structural and chemical changes in the catalyst
[6–11] or support surfaces [12] or the presence of impurities
on these surfaces [13, 14] are to be examined. These oxide
formation and reduction processes are more complex as H-
adsorption/desorption, as they often include the ad- or desorp-
tion of water, subsequent multi-step electron transfer reactions
via hydroxide formation, and different oxidation states of the
catalyst depending on the potential range [15–19].

As several research groups have already reported, artifacts
during CV measurements distort the CV profiles and thereby
affect extracted information such as the ECSA [20, 21]. One
of these artifacts is the “concentration cell effect” shown in
Fig. 1b, caused by the superposition of molecular H2 evolu-
tion current, which depends on the partial H2 pressure in the
WE, and currents from H-adsorption/desorption [22]. With
higher N2 flowrates, molecular H2 is purged from the WE,
the partial H2 pressure decreases, and more H2 evolves in
the WE showing as increased negative currents in CV profiles
below 0.1 V. Another artifact arises due to molecular H2

crossing over through the membrane to the WE (H2X), where
it readily oxidizes at potentials above 0.1 V, generating a bias
current that shifts the center of the CV profile away from the x-
axis (e.g., 5 mA/cm2 in Fig. 1b).

In addition to these two well-known phenomena, we ob-
served another artifact during CV analysis of low- and ultra-
low-loaded electrodes during the cathodic scan at potentials
between 0.6 and 0.8 V, which is shown in Fig. 2. The artifact
is visible as a positive oxidation peak where the negative PtOx
reduction peak would be expected, which is more pronounced
for lower Pt loadings in the electrode (Fig. 2b). Understanding

this type of artifact is particularly important as low-loaded
electrodes (loadings ≤ 100 μg/cm2 of an electrocatalyst) are
increasingly employed especially in the anode electrode of
automotive catalyst-coated membranes (CCMs) [23].
Platinum loadings of 50 μg/cm2 are already often considered
state-of-the-art, with even lower (ultra-low) loadings forecast-
ed for the near future. Although the majority of studies in
literature focuses on the cathode electrode including higher
catalyst loadings and its decay during accelerated stress tests
(ASTs), the anode electrode is of interest especially when
investigating the effect of startup/shutdown cycles [24] or im-
purities [25, 26] on the anode compartment, or the cell reversal
tolerance upon freeze start-ups and successional reversal ef-
fects [27, 28]. Therefore, thorough understanding of CVs of
low- and ultra-low-loaded electrodes is of great interest.

In literature, few comparable oxidation peaks during the
reverse (cathodic) scan of CVs have been reported.
Tahmasebi et al. [29] investigated electrocatalytic reactions
occurring on a Pt wire acting in an all-glass electrochemical
cell under atmospheres saturated with N2, oxygen (O2), or H2

and found this oxidation peak during the cathodic scan, once
the setup and electrode was saturated with H2. They associated
this peak to an “increased catalytic activity” towards H2 oxi-
dation reaction (HOR), which indicates the necessity of H2 to
be present for the artifact to occur. For PEMFCs operating
with alcohols such as methanol (MeOH), Zhao et al. [30]
discussed a comparable oxidation peak during the cathodic
scan regularly observed forMeOH-PEMFCs [31–33], as there
exist two theories on its origin. The older theory associates this
peak to the oxidation of CO forming inevitably during the
reaction of MeOH on electrocatalysts, while the newer theory
demonstrates that the peak is caused by MeOH reacting on
freshly formed sites after the reduction of the catalyst oxides
during the cathodic CV transient. For PEMFCs operated with
H2 and O2/air (H2 and N2 during CVs), to the best of our

Fig. 1 Typical CV profile of a Pt/C electrocatalyst (a) and its artifacts
such as the “concentration cell effect” and “hydrogen crossover bias”
(here: ~ 5 mA/cm2 as shown in the inset) (b). The formation and
reduction of PtOx is presented figuratively by the reactions including

PtO; however, further oxide species such as PtOH or PtO2 are present
depending on the upper potential sweep limit and catalyst material. Scan
rate: 100 mV/s; N2 purge: 0 and 0.3 l/min; pan/pca: 50/50 mbar
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knowledge, this oxidation peak during the cathodic transient
has not yet been reported in literature.

The intuitive assumption that this artifact could originate
from the oxidation of carbon surface species such as carbon
oxides formed on the support of catalyst particles, is compre-
hensible. Carbon surface oxides, which are regarded as reac-
tion intermediates during the carbon corrosion process, can
form at elevated potentials depending on the type and surface
defect density of the carbon support and the presence of cat-
alyst material [34–39]. Maass et al. [37] characterized five
distinct carbon corrosion processes in different potential re-
gimes, of which three processes could be linked to the artifact
described in our study as they eventually occur at elevated
potentials during potentiodynamic measurements. At poten-
tials above 0.207 V vs. RHE, carbon oxidation to carbon di-
oxide (CO2) generally takes place either directly according to
reaction (1) or indirectly with carbon surface oxides (Oad)
forming as intermediate species according to reactions (2)
and (3), respectively.

C þ 2H2O→CO2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e− ð1Þ
C þ H2O→C−Oad þ 2Hþ þ 2e− ð2Þ
C−Oad þ H2O→CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e− ð3Þ

Moreover, carbon monoxide (CO) can form at potentials
above 0.518 V vs. RHE according to reaction (4).

C þ H2O→COþ 2Hþ þ 2e− ð4Þ

Luckily the reaction kinetics of carbon oxidation are slug-
gish at potentials below ~ 0.9–1 V enabling the use of carbon
as catalyst support material for PEMFCs [40]. At higher po-
tentials and especially in presence of Pt, the reaction kinetics
significantly increase, which results in significant corrosion
rates and the loss of carbon support material [34, 38]. If Oad

or CO species formed via reactions (2) and (4) and remained
stable long enough even at elevated potentials during potenti-
odynamic cycling, these species could oxidize with hydroxyl
groups on Pt surfaces stemming from the reduction of PtOx
according to reaction (5), which could result in the artifact
peak in the potential window of ~ 0.6–0.8 V.

C−Oad þ Pt−OHad→Pt þ CO2 þ Hþ þ e− ð5Þ

Carbon oxidation is expected to proceed to a certain degree
during elevated potential cycling of Pt/C electrodes.
Consequently, some carbon oxide species could form and be
available for oxidation during the reduction of PtOx causing
the artifact peak. Another alternative explanation could be
linked to the study by Yamashita et al. [41]. The authors
investigated carbon corrosion mechanisms during shut-down
and start-up procedures while varying the atmosphere in the
WE and formulated three different carbon corrosion mecha-
nisms correlated to PtOx reduction. These mechanisms are all
based on shortages of either gaseous H2 or protons and elec-
trons required for the chemical reaction or reduction of PtOx
and which are inherently generated by the oxidation of the
carbon support. With respect to the artifact, some of these
generated protons and electrons could be transferred towards
the CE compartment instead of reducing PtOx, resulting in the
artifact peak. However, based on the experiments conducted
in our study, these alternative explanations including carbon
corrosion processes seem unlikely as compared to the accu-
mulation and spontaneous HOR of crossover hydrogen
outlined in the following section.

In this paper, we present the results from the investigations
into the artifact visible during CV analysis of low-loaded
PEMFC Pt/C electrodes. CV as well as linear sweep voltamm-
etry (LSV) measurements have been conducted on electrodes
with different Pt/C loadings while varying the measurement

Fig. 2 CVs of a high-loaded electrode (400 μg/cm2) versus CVs of low
and ultra-low-loaded electrodes (50, 25, and 15 μg/cm2) in comparison
(a). For the low-loaded electrodes, the concentration cell effect appears
increased in comparison to currents associated to H-adsorption and H-

desorption, and additionally the artifact peak shows where the PtOx
reduction is expected during the cathodic scan (b). Scan rate: 100 mV/
s; N2 purge: 0 l/min; pan/pca: 50/50 mbar
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parameters such as the N2 purge rate and gas pressures in
anode and cathode (pan/pca) as well as the CV settings such
as the upper potential limit and scan rate. These variations aim
on elucidating the correlation between cell environment and
artifact occurrence and magnitude to clarify its origin.

Experimental

For this study, all CV and LSVmeasurements were conducted
in a balticFuelCells GmbH qCf Liquid Cooling high amp dif-
ferential cell at 80 °C cell temperature in a fuel cell test bench
designed and built in-house. For each measurement, the cell
was purged with fully humidified (100% relative humidity)
H2 (quality 5.0, Linde AG) and N2 (quality 6.0, Air Liquide)
prior to the CV or LSV. Unless noted otherwise, the N2 purge
of the WE was switched off 5 s prior to starting the CV mea-
surement, allowing stagnant N2 in the compartment. The CE
was purged with 0.3 l/min H2. Also, for most CV measure-
ments, the gas pressure in both electrodes was set to 50 mbarg
during the CV to avoid intrusion of ambient air. CV analysis
was performed by cycling the potential between 0.05 and the
respective upper potential limit vs. reversible hydrogen elec-
trode (RHE) at varying scan rates for 5 full cycles. Any vari-
ations in measurement parameters or CV settings are given in
the figure captions and corresponding text.

The measurements were conducted on three different
CCMs (provided by Greenerity GmbH) with equal mem-
branes and cathode catalyst layers (CLs), but with different
low loadings on the anode. In all CCMs, the cathode
contained the same 400 μg/cm2 of Pt on highly graphitized
carbon, while the anode contained either 50, 25, or 15 μg/cm2

of Pt on high surface area carbon. All electrodes were fabri-
cated in a similar manner, but the different loadings were
achieved by varying the thicknesses of the electrodes.
Freudenberg H23 C9 was employed as gas diffusion layer
(GDL) material in both anode and cathode compartments.
All CV measurements on low-loaded electrodes were carried
out with the anode as working electrode (WE).

Results and Discussion

As can be seen in Fig. 2b, the artifact was visible for all low-
loaded electrodes (50, 25, and 15 μg/cm2). However, it ap-
peared the strongest for the electrode with the lowest loading
of 15 μg/cm2. Therefore, in order to enhance the visibility of
effects due to parameter variation, we present predominantly
the results of CV analysis of this electrode in the following
sections.

Most studies in literature employ CV scan rates between 1
and 100 mV/s [20, 21, 26, 42, 43]. At higher scan rates, cur-
rent magnitudes arising from electrochemical surface

processes generally increase. Simultaneously, depending on
the reaction rate of the process, the potentials at which these
magnitudes are reached can shift while transferred charges
associated to a process can decrease if the process is not given
sufficient time to terminate. However, for ultra-low-loaded
and thin electrodes, relatively high scan rates were found to
enhance the distinction of electrochemical processes from CV
profiles for subsequent analysis. Additionally, higher scan
rates allow for shorter dwell times of the WE at potentials >
0.85 V avoiding unnecessary carbon corrosion of the catalyst
support. Therefore, to investigate the artifact, we conducted
and analyzed CV profiles predominantly taken at relatively
high scan rates of 100 and 400 mV/s. However, the artifact
peak was also observed for lower CV scan rates of 20 mV/s as
can be seen in Fig. 4a.

N2 Purge and Upper Potential Limit Variations

Figure 3 presents CV profiles taken at 400 mV/s of the lowest
electrode loading (15 μg/cm2) with varying upper potential
limits (0.7 to 1.4 V in 0.1 V steps), when the N2 purge was
switched on and off.

In Fig. 3a and b, the features of the anodic and cathodic
transients in the potential range from 0.1 to 0.3 V correspond
to desorption and adsorption of HUPD, whereas the relatively
large currents below 0.1 V correspond to H2 evolution at the
WE. With N2 purge being switched off, H2 evolves and accu-
mulates in the WE resulting in the oxidation currents at the
onset of the anodic transient. At potentials of 0.8–1.4 V in the
anodic transient, Pt oxidizes to form PtOx, which is reduced at
potentials of 0.5–1.0 V in the cathodic transient mainly visible
in the CV profiles taken with N2 purge being switched on. In
contrast, with the N2 purge being switched off, the artifact
peak occurred as shown in Fig. 3b at potentials below 0.8 V
including a relatively steep incline and drop in current partly
overlapping the PtOx reduction potential, as well as a gradient
decline in current in the double-layer region at potentials of
0.3–0.6 V. All shown CV profiles include a positive bias due
to crossover hydrogen (H2X), which should be similar for all
CV profiles as measurements were typically conducted suc-
cessively on one CCM sample. Although CV profiles gener-
ally can be corrected via subtraction of the bias, the artifact
oxidation peak would not allow for clear evaluation of the bias
magnitude according to the inset of Fig. 1b. Therefore, all CV
profiles reported here are not centered on the x-axis.

Evidently, the artifact peak only becomes visible when the
N2 purge is switched off. Furthermore, the current magnitude
of the artifact increases while the peak potential decreases,
when the upper CV potential limit reaches further into PtOx
formation potentials. Firstly, this observation hints towards a
gaseous species required for the artifact to occur, as such a
species could be purged out of the WE with N2. Presumably,
carbon oxide species residing on the surface of the carbon
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support near Pt particles would not be affected by the N2

purge, thus eliminating the theory including such carbon sur-
face oxides. Secondly, the growth in artifact magnitude with
increasing CV upper potential limit indicates a dependency of
the artifact either on the PtOx layer and/or on the dwell time
the WE remains at specific potentials, during which a species
could form. Though carbon corrosion takes place and eventu-
ally produces carbon dioxide, the formation of gaseous trace
carbon monoxide seems unlikely considering its instability at
elevated potentials especially in the presence of Pt.

Scan Rate Variations

One way to investigate electrochemical processes and to dis-
tinguish between Faradaic and surface electrochemical reac-
tions is to conduct CVs at different potential scan rates, since
changes in current magnitudes or transferred charges with
scan rate variations can offer valuable information about the
origin of an observed process. For this purpose, Fig. 4a pre-
sents CV profiles of the 15 μg/cm2 electrode obtained at

different potential scan rates (20 mV/s and 100 to 800 mV/s
in 100 mV/s steps), without N2 purge of the WE.

Again, in Fig. 4a, both desorption and adsorption of HUPD

are visible between potentials of 0.1 and 0.3 V, while the large
currents below 0.1 V correspond to H2 evolution at the WE.
At potentials of 0.8–1.4 V, PtOx formation occurs, which
shows as increasing positive currents in CV profiles conduct-
ed at scan rates > 300 mV/s. At lower scan rates, the currents
in the potential window decrease due to the decrease in H2X

bias as a result of PtOx formation, which will be explained in
more detail in the following section. During the cathodic CV
transient, PtOx reduction proceeds at potentials of about 0.7 to
1.1 V. Typically, the reduction would continue to even lower
potentials of about 0.6 [29], but the artifact appears as a pos-
itive oxidation peak overlapping the reduction current. With
higher scan rates, the artifact starts at lower potentials (ERed),
inset of Fig. 4b) and reaches lower peak currents (iPeak) at
lower peak potentials (EPeak), which coheres with the decrease
in PtOx reduction currents reached at lower ERed potentials.
Furthermore, the potential at which the artifact finishes (EInt)
decreases with higher scan rates. However, for few CV

Fig. 4 Scan rate variation (20, 100–800 mV/s in 100 mV/s steps) without N2 purge on the WE (a) and peak current of the artifact as well as the
transferred charge from areas integrated as shown in the inset (b). Electrode: 15 μg/cm2; Pan/Pca: 50/50 mbar

Fig. 3 Variation of the upper potential limit with N2 purge on theWE switched on (a) and off (b). Electrode: 15μg/cm2; scan rate: 400mV/s; Pan/Pca: 50/
50 mbar
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profiles taken at relatively low scan rates, the latter value (EInt)
is difficult to extract and, hence, the potential was arbitrarily
selected as the potential where the steep decline in current
after the artifact peak ends.

Typically, in case of only oxidation or reduction processes
eventually overlapping (such as adsorption/desorption of
HUPD and double-layer charging), the change in current mag-
nitude would be of interest when conducting CV scan rate
variations. Unfortunately, in case of the artifact, the artifact
oxidation current overlaps partially with the PtOx reduction
current, which significantly affects the magnitude iPeak.
However, as a substitute and to predominantly examine the
current associated with the artifact, the difference in currents
iArt (= iPeak − iRed) between the onset and completion was ex-
tracted instead and plotted in Fig. 4b along with the charge
qArt. For qArt, the integration area as shown in the inset of Fig.
4b is based on the assumption that the lowest PtOx reduction
current (iRed, ERed) marks the starting point of the artifact,
while the end point is resembled by the change in inclination
in the declining branch (EInt). This area is selected arbitrarily
and likely includes errors arising from the overlap with the
PtOx reduction currents or the difficulty to assess the true
boundaries of the artifact. However, for most observed artifact
peaks, the boundaries distinctly marked an area of positive
oxidation currents especially for the electrode loadings of 50
and 25 μg/cm2 as can be seen in Fig. 6. Table 1 lists the
respective values for iArt, EPeak, ERed, and EInt as well as the
transferred charges qArt of the CV profiles in Fig. 4a.

Generally, if the current associated to a process increases
proportionally with the increase in scan rate, while simulta-
neously the transferred charges integrated between potential
limits remain approximately constant, the process can be asso-
ciated to either a non-Faradaic or a Faradaic process controlled
by surface electrochemical processes as e.g. double-layer
charging or H-adsorption. For example, if all Pt sites are occu-
pied by atomic hydrogen, the doubling in scan rate will result in
twice the current magnitude in the potential range of 0.1–0.3 V,
while integration would result in an almost constant charge
transfer as H-adsorption and double-layer charging are

relatively fast processes [29]. Vice versa, a disproportional
change in current and significant differences in transferred
charges would hint towards a Faradaic process, which is con-
trolled or dominated by the diffusion of reactants and/or prod-
ucts. From Fig. 4b, the artifact current iArt shows a rather dis-
proportional increase, while the transferred charges qArt de-
crease exponentially. Therefore, both the unsteady increase in
artifact current iArt and exponential decay of the charge qArt
with increasing scan rate rather support the definition of
Faradaic reactions. The large offset of iArt for the scan rate of
20 mV/s presumably is a result of the interplay between PtOx
reduction and artifact oxidation processes at different reaction
rates, which emerges at relatively low scan rates.

To confirm whether PtOx is responsible for the decrease in
H2X-related bias at scan rates < 300 mV/s in Fig. 4a, we con-
ducted LSVs with all three low-loaded electrodes in compar-
ison to the high-loaded electrode of 400 μg/cm2 at a scan rate
of 1 mV/s as shown in Fig. 5.

The response of the low-loaded electrodes upon the poten-
tial increase is a direct decrease in the H2X-related current at
potentials > 0.5 V and a flattening of the current towards the
upper potential limit of 1 V. In comparison, the current of the
400 μg/cm2 electrode first increases and then drops after po-
tentials above 0.7 V, but it does not level out at about 1 V.
Higher potentials were avoided during these LSV measure-
ments, as the scan rate of 1 mV/s would be inevitably accom-
panied with unnecessary dwell times at potentials critical for
corrosion of the carbon support [10, 36]. While some studies
point towards a complete suppression of HOR on PtOx
[44–46], a newer study presents an improved HOR and H2

evolution reaction (HER) activity of synthesized Pt-(PtOx)-
Nitrogen doped hybrid catalysts [47]. In a study by Iden et al.
[48], the authors correlate the decrease in H2X limiting current
density to the increase in mass transfer losses due to the loss in
effective ECSA, when Pt sites are blocked by surface oxides at
elevated potentials. Whether PtOx affects HOR/HER depends
on the electronic and electrochemical properties of the Pt par-
ticles, interactions with possible alloying components in and on
the carbon support, the uniformity of the PtOx coverage, which

Table 1 Currents associated to
the artifact (IArt) and potentials of
its onset (ERed), peak (EPeak), and
completion (EInt) as well as the
transferred charge qArt integrated
from the yellow area from Fig. 4b
per scan rate s

s (mV/s) qArt (mC cm−2) iArt (mA cm−2) EPeak (V) ERed (V) EInt (V)

20 107.5 17.1 0.806 0.934 0.752

100 35.9 25.1 0.758 0.863 0.673

200 20.7 25.6 0.730 0.838 0.635

300 15.0 26.0 0.709 0.811 0.611

400 12.5 26.9 0.689 0.798 0.594

500 11.7 27.8 0.673 0.785 0.561

600 10.9 29.1 0.660 0.779 0.550

700 10.8 30.6 0.649 0.775 0.528

800 10.2 31.7 0.637 0.771 0.520
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itself depends on the type and orientation of the underlying Pt
particle facets [49], respectively, and if nothing else, on the
medium (acidic or alkaline environment). Either way, for the
LSV profiles shown in Fig. 5, it is safe to assume that the drop
in current at potentials > 0.6 V can be associated with the
effect of PtOx on HOR. Similarly, the decrease in current at
potentials > 0.8 at scan rates < 300 mV/s in the CV profiles
shown in Fig. 4 can also be linked to the decreasing H2X bias
overlapping the current associated to Pt oxidation. Since mo-
lecular H2 continues to cross over through the PEM also when
PtOx suppresses the HOR, the H2X must accumulate in the
WE. This is consistent with the observation that the artifact is
suppressed once the N2 flow is switched on and H2X is purged
out of the WE.

Gas Pressure Variations

To test whether crossover hydrogen (H2X) is the species re-
sponsible for the artifact, CV measurements at varying gas
pressures in the CE and WE (pCE/pWE) were conducted.
Higher gas pressures in the CE as compared to the WE would
lead to higher crossover rates and, therefore, are expected to
affect the magnitude or transferred charge of the artifact.
Figure 6 shows the CVs conducted at gas pressure variations
between 50 and 600 mbarg in CE and WE for all three low-
loaded electrodes (50, 25, and 15 μg/cm2).

Again, the CV profiles include currents associated to H-
adsorption and H-desorption (between 0.1 and 0.3 V) as well
as Pt oxidation (during anodic scan, between 0.8 and 1.4 V)
and PtOx reduction (during cathodic scan, between 0.5 and
1 V). Also, for lower electrode loadings, the artifact peaks
appear increased relative to currents associated to HUPD or
PtOx formation and reduction. Moreover, with higher pres-
sures in the CE (600/50, 400/50, and 200/50), the CV profiles

include an enhanced bias upwards from the x-axis as a result
of an increased H2X while simultaneously the artifact peaks
appear enhanced for all electrode loadings. To facilitate this
observation, Fig. 7 shows the artifact currents IArt as well as
the charges transferred qArt integrated again as shown in the
inset of Fig. 4b.

As can be seen, IArt (solid line) and qArt (dashed line) sig-
nificantly increase with higher gas H2 pressures in the CE (left
hand side from pCE/pWE 50/50), indicating the correlation be-
tween the artifact and H2X. Interestingly, slight increases in
IArt and qArt are apparent also at higher pressures in the WE

Fig. 6 Variation of gas pressures between 50 and 600 mbarg on anode/
cathode for the 50, 25, and 15 mg/cm2 electrodes. Scan rate: 400 mV/s

Fig. 5 LSV measurements corrected for IR (resistance from slope
between 0.3 and 0.5 V). Scan rate: 1 mV/s; Pan/Pca: 50/50 mbar; flow
rate fan/fca: 1/1.2 l/min
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(right hand side from pCE/pWE 50/50), which could be due to
an increased activity of H2X at higher gas pressures in the WE
and therefore increased HOR rates. Again, the values used for
Fig. 7 are listed in Table 2.

From the pressure variations during the CV measurements,
it is evident that with higher H2 pressures in the CE, more H2

crosses through the membrane and the larger the artifact peak

occurs (at a given Pt loading), if the N2 purge of the WE is
switched off. Based on the findings, the artifact

a. Most likely is a Faradaic process limited by the presence
of a species

b. Only appears if N2 purge is switched off such that a gas-
eous species can accumulate

c. Appears for electrodes which fully passivate towards H2X-
related currents at oxide formation potentials

d. Increases with higher gas pressures in the CE, i.e., higher
H2X rates

Consequently, we hypothesize that the artifact originates from
crossover hydrogen (H2X), which collects at the WE as soon as
the electrode is passivated due to PtOx coverage. With the re-
duction of the oxide during the cathodic scan, active metallic
catalyst sites are freed and made available for the spontaneous
HOR of the accumulated H2X as shown schematically in Fig. 8.

This process occurs in three main steps; (1) PtOx formation
and coverage of the Pt sites takes place in the anodic scan,
while H2x accumulates in the catalyst layer simultaneously;
(2) a full PtOx coverage is obtained with H2x accumulated in
the pore space of the catalyst layer; (3) HOR of the accumu-
lated H2x commences as the potential drops during the

Table 2 Currents associated to
the artifact (IArt) and potentials of
its onset (ERed), peak (EPeak), and
completion (EInt) as well as the
transferred charge qArt per
pressure setting on anode/cathode

p (CE/WE) (mbar) qArt (mC cm−2) iArt (mA cm−2) EPeak (V) ERed (V) EInt (V)

50 μg/cm2

600/50 4.4 46.7 0.740 0.842 0.642

400/50 3.5 39.3 0.734 0.829 0.642

200/50 1.9 19.6 0.710 0.792 0.665

50/50 1.0 10.4 0.706 0.771 0.669

50/200 1.3 11.4 0.706 0.784 0.665

50/400 1.3 11.4 0.706 0.781 0.665

50/600 1.3 11.4 0.706 0.781 0.665

25 μg/cm2

600/50 3.9 33.7 0.713 0.618 0.822

400/50 2.5 23.9 0.710 0.611 0.809

200/50 2.4 23.4 0.703 0.614 0.798

50/50 1.6 14.5 0.686 0.604 0.778

50/200 1.7 14.1 0.689 0.622 0.784

50/400 1.6 14.0 0.689 0.622 0.784

50/600 1.7 14.2 0.686 0.611 0.784

15 μg/cm2

600/50 4.3 29.2 0.676 0.557 0.815

400/50 3.7 26.8 0.676 0.560 0.805

200/50 3.0 21.5 0.669 0.567 0.795

50/50 2.1 14.0 0.649 0.564 0.774

50/200 2.3 15.8 0.662 0.564 0.788

50/400 2.5 16.5 0.659 0.567 0.784

50/600 2.5 16.7 0.659 0.570 0.788

Fig. 7 Peak current (solid line) and transferred charges (dashed line)
integrated as shown in the inset of Fig. 4b of all three low-loaded
electrodes from CVs in Fig. 6
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cathodic scan and PtOx reduction frees metallic catalyst sites.
The magnitude of the HOR peak depends on the ratio of the
amount of accumulated H2x in the pore spaces and the product
of PtOx reduction and HOR currents. If PtOx reduction cur-
rents dominate as it is observed for higher catalyst loadings,
the HOR peak appears smaller with all other conditions un-
changed. Also, H2X accumulations are weakened if an N2 flow
purges hydrogen out of the pore spaces in theWE. In contrary,
the HOR peak increases for stronger H2X accumulations
caused by higher H2X diffusion rates through the PEM, as it
is the case for elevated gas pressures in the CE and as it is
expected for lower PEM thicknesses or PEM ionomers
allowing for increased hydrogen gas crossover. The upper
potential limit and scan rate of the CV show mixed effects,
as these parameters both determine the time for the processes
of H2X to accumulate and PtOx to form and, hence, the net
effect depends on the relative rates of the respective processes.

Consequences for CV Analysis

Depending on the electrode material analyzed, the artifact can
emerge during CV analysis of low-loaded electrodes when the
N2 purge is switched off during the measurement and the upper
CV potential limit reaches into oxide formation potentials. If
these requirements are met and the artifact appears, it eventually
interferes with ECSA determination from H-adsorption due to
difficulties in determining the starting point of H-adsorption
between potentials of 0.3 and 0.6 V in the cathodic transient.
Moreover, a comparison between the charges transferred during

Pt oxide formation and reduction loses significance, as PtOx
reduction is overlapped by the artifact. When selecting an upper
potential limit below oxide formation potentials and/or
employing N2 purge rates of the WE as it is typically done for
CV analysis, the artifact will not appear. However, the existence
of this artifact has also consequences for the operation of low-
loaded cathode CCMs. In operation conditions where PtOx is
formed, we have to assume that H2X can accumulate on the
cathode side as it is not active enough for HOR. This can lead
to safety concerns or at least to reaction heat evolution when
PtOx reduction takes place with possibly enhanced degradation.
It is certainly an effect to be considered carefully in operation of
low-loaded CCMs.

Conclusion

In this study, we investigate an artifact peak overlapping the
PtOx reduction peak measured in the cathodic transient of cy-
clic voltammetry analysis of ultra-low-loaded catalyst layers
through a parametric analysis. Considering findings by
Tahmasebi et al. [29] and Zhao et al. [30] with respect to com-
parable oxidation peaks, we conclude that this peak is caused
by spontaneous HOR of previously accumulated crossover hy-
drogen (H2X). Two requirements must be fulfilled for this fea-
ture to be measured. First, this feature is expected to occur
predominantly during CV analysis of low and ultra-low-
loaded electrodes composed of catalyst material whose oxide
is completely inactive towards HOR. Second, the CVmeasure-
ments must be carried out without N2 purge of the WE. For
higher loaded electrodes, the artifact is not observed as Pt or
alloys including Pt are either not fully covered by an oxide
layer upon reversal of the transition from anodic to cathodic
transient, and/or the currents associated with the oxide reduc-
tion are much larger than the spontaneous HOR of accumulated
H2X. If the requirements are met and artifact appears, it can
interfere with ECSA determination from H-adsorption currents
and with analysis of currents associated to Pt oxide formation
and reduction. With the expected cuts in noble metal loadings
of catalyst-coated membranes for automotive applications, this
artifact might be observed more often in the future.
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